Partial flow/volume curves and airway resistances in obese subjects: new tools for investigating flow limitation?
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Background, aims and methods

The number of obese patients referred to our laboratory for pulmonary function tests is increasing: sleep breathing disorders, unexplained effort dyspnea, evaluations before surgical procedures are the main problems we are expected to cope with. In some patients with normal FEV₁ and FEV₁/VC values, we have observed an overlap between the tidal volume expiratory flow and the maximal forced expiratory flow, a pattern that suggests expiratory flow limitation (EFL) [1]. EFL has been reported in obese patients without bronchial obstruction [2] and it is not surprising that some of our obese patients may be flow limited at rest.

Partial sub-maximal flow/volume curves (PSCs) have been reported as a tool for detecting expiratory flow limitation in patients with airway obstruction [3]. In COPD we described that when PSCs suggest the occurrence of EFL, a loop in the expiratory phase of quiet breathing airway resistance (Raw-qb) is frequently seen. We hypothesised that a loop in the expiratory portion of Raw-qb could be a marker of EFL [4].

With the aim of seeing if the same issue was true for obese patients, we studied 45 consecutive obese subjects with no history of asthma, no bronchial hyperreactivity to methacoline challenge, and no acute or chronic obstructive lung disease. Nineteen patients had no graphic overlap between maximal flow-volume curves and tidal volume; the others had tidal volume expiratory flows impinging maximal forced expiratory flows in all manoeuvres, suggesting the likelihood of EFL.

The Raw-qb were obtained twice, when a patient was breathing at tidal volume, trying to minimise factors that could artificially create a loop (phase delay in flow measurement, artefacts due to gas temperature changes, air losses from the mouthpiece and cheek movements, plethysmographic losses). After at least eight stable tidal breaths, patients were invited to slightly increase their respiratory rate to 18-24 breath/minute paced by technician: during this phase Raw - qb were collected.

PSCs, obtained according to the description by Pellegrino et alii, are extensively described elsewhere [3, 4]. The manoeuvres, were repeated 2-4 times.

All measurements were obtained at the same session with patients seated, using the Vmax 20 Sensor Medics.

The data was analysed using Systat statistical software, rel. 11.05 for Windows (SPSS Inc. Chicago). The results were expressed as means ± standard deviation and as frequency percentages.

The differences in variables between groups were evaluated by Student’s unpaired two tailed t-test and ANOVA. The level of statistical significance for each test was set at <0.05. The association between variables was examined using bivariate correlations and Spearman’s coefficient calculation.

Results

On the basis of spirometry and PSCs, patients were divided into four groups (figure 1):

Group 0: the 13 patients without suspected EFL at spirometry, with a wide flow reserve between tidal volume and maximal flows. These patients were “not flow-limited” (figure 1A).

Group 1: 10 patients with suspected EFL at spirometry but without any graphic overlap between PSCs and tidal volume. These patients were also defined as “not flow-limited” (figure 1B).
Group 2: 8 patients with suspected EFL at spirometry and a graphic overlap < 50% between PSCs and tidal volume: these patients were defined as very likely to have EFL < 50% of tidal volume (figure 1C).
Group 3: 14 patients with suspected EFL at spirometry and a graphic overlap > 50% between PSCs and tidal volume: these patients were defined as very likely to have EFL > 50% of tidal volume (figure 1D).

Table 1 shows the anthropometric parameters and baseline functional values for the subjects divided into two groups, i.e. not flow-limited (non-EFL, groups 0 and 1) and flow-limited (EFL, groups 2 and 3).

Baseline functional values, age and BMI among non-EFL subjects (groups 0 and 1) and EFL subjects (groups 2 and 3) did not differ significantly, apart from the vital capacity which was considered as an absolute value (abs.VC), and expiratory reserve volume as an absolute value (abs.ERV).

Patients were then split into two groups: type A (30 patients with no loop in the Raw-qb diagram) and type B (15 patients with the loop) (figures 2A and 2B).

The baseline functional values of type A patients differed significantly from type B for abs.VC and abs.ERV (table 2).
Type B patients (with the loop) belonged to groups 2 and 3. The percentage of type B subjects...
was significantly higher in group 3 than in group 2 (tables 3 and 4).

The Spearman test showed a significant correlation between EFL and abs.ERV ($r$: -0.67, $p < 0.001$), and between EFL and abs.VC ($r$: -0.56, $p < 0.001$).

**Brief comment**

Our results suggest a relationship between the presence of a loop in the expiratory portion of the Raw-qb and the presence of EFL as suggested by PSCs.

The gold standard of EFL requires the demonstration of an increase in transpulmonary pressure with no increase in expiratory flow [5], but the method is time-consuming and invasive, and doesn’t fit in to the clinical practice. Impinging of maximal flow/volume loop with tidal expiratory flow at standard spirometry may only rouse the suspicion of EFL, but it is not reliable for the diagnosis of EFL [6]. The NEP (negative expiratory pressure) technique is widely used to diagnose EFL. It does however require a specific device, and in obese patients has some drawbacks [2, 7, 8]. PSCs do not require specific devices, but the patient must be very cooperative [4].

---

### Table 1. - Morphological characteristics and functional baseline values of subjects divided into non-EFL (group 0 and 1) and EFL (group 2 and 3), according to the outcome of PSC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP 0-1 (N 23; M/F=18/5)</th>
<th>GROUP 2-3 (N 22; M/F=9/13)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE (years)</td>
<td>61.6 ± 12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC abs. (ml)</td>
<td>3917.3 ± 956.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC % pred.</td>
<td>87.7 ± 14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV1 % pred.</td>
<td>91.5 ± 16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIFF abs.</td>
<td>74.5 ± 5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIFF % pred.</td>
<td>104 ± 7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC % pred.</td>
<td>104.8 ± 20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEF25-75/VC</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERV (ml)</td>
<td>785.2 ± 339.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw-qb</td>
<td>5.0 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sgaw-qb</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (Kg/m2)</td>
<td>35.6 ± 4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N: number of subjects; M/F: male/female ratio; SD: standard deviation; abs: absolute value; % pred: percentage of the predicted value; VC: vital capacity; FEV: forced expiratory volume; TIFF: Tiffenau index; IC: inspiratory capacity; FEF25-75/VC: forced mid-expiratory flow; ERV: expiratory reserve volume; Raw-qb: quiet breathing airway resistance; Sgaw-qb: quiet breathing specific airway guidance; BMI: body mass index; *: $p<0.001$ in the differences between the means for the two groups.
If a loop in the expiratory phase of Raw-qb were a marker of EFL, we should have a tool for the diagnosis of EFL easy to obtain from any laboratory testing Raw. We first advanced this hypothesis in COPD patients [4]. Now we have seen that while the PSCs strongly suggest EFL, Raw-qb diagram have an expiratory loop in obese patients too. Very recently other Authors [9] have proposed the loop in the pressure/flow diagram as a marker of EFL. Dellacà et al. [9] used the Mead and Whittemberger method for measuring pulmonary resistance to detect EFL. They plotted flow resistive pressure (pfr) versus flow: when the graphs showed a loop where the flow decreased during expiration while Pfr increased, the breath was classified as "flow-limited". We suggest that a loop in the Raw-qb may have the same functional meaning as the loop observed by Dellacà et al. [9]. Obviously more studies are needed, but we think that the topic deserves attention.

If a loop in the expiratory phase of Raw-qb were a marker of EFL, we should have a tool for the diagnosis of EFL easy to obtain from any laboratory testing Raw. We first advanced this hypothesis in COPD patients [4]. Now we have seen that while the PSCs strongly suggest EFL, Raw-qb diagram have an expiratory loop in obese patients too. Very recently other Authors [9] have proposed the loop in the pressure/flow diagram as a marker of EFL. Dellacà et al. [9] used the Mead and Whittemberger method for measuring pulmonary resistance to detect EFL. They plotted flow resistive pressure (pfr) versus flow: when the graphs showed a loop where the flow decreased during expiration while Pfr increased, the breath was classified as "flow-limited". We suggest that a loop in the Raw-qb may have the same functional meaning as the loop observed by Dellacà et al. [9]. Obviously more studies are needed, but we think that the topic deserves attention.

Our data also suggests also that in obesity EFL doesn’t seem to be only a BMI-related problem, but a ERV related problem too: the lower is the absolute ERV value, the greater is the likelihood of observing EFL. This means that obese patients with high BMI but preserved ERV may be not flow limited, and that obese patients with BMI close to 30 but breathing near to FRC (low ERV) may be flow-limited.
It is known that EFL contributes to the mechanism of dyspnea [10]. We suggest that a low ERV and the EFL could play a role in the effort dyspnea of obese patients. As a matter of fact, it is unclear why some obese subjects who have the same BMI are affected by dyspnea more than others [11]. Our hypothesis constitutes a possible explanation: weight is not the solely important factor, how much fat has “worn off” your ERV is also important. This easily happens if 1) ERV is low before weight gain 2) weight distribution is the visceral one (adipose tissue is distributed mostly at visceral level). For example, short elderly women with BMI ranging 25 to 35, and visceral fat distribution are often referred to our laboratory for effort dyspnea. Short elderly women have the smallest ERV as an absolute value. In these patients even have a moderate fat increase in the abdomen (visceral fat distribution) which could easily lead to the virtual absence of ERV, EFL, dynamic hyperinflation [12] and effort dyspnea.
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